“Despite the despair and confusion of your world, it is a glorious time for you to be alive ...”

As we move ever-closer to the closing of the Mayan Calendar, the prophecy of the Ancients is playing out, uncannily, in the political and geophysical events of contemporary life on Earth. We are at the apex point in our species’ evolution and it is a challenging, exciting time for us all.

This compelling work exposes the covert mechanisms operating in the global arena, calling us to shine the light of truth upon our darkest fears ... to emerge victorious. We are shown how our mutating DNA, the fundamental manifestation of our imminent ascension, is preparing the way for our star-filled journey – a climactic moment in human and celestial evolution.

“I love these books! Great work ... a job well done!”
Dr. Joshua Stone, the Melchizedek Light Academy

“A profound explanation of the mutating consciousness that is occurring throughout our world.”
Nexus Italy Magazine

“... an accolade of glowing reviews.”
Vision Magazine

Channeled teachings from six-dimensional beings, the Speakers of the Sirian High Council, this is the third volume of The Sirian Revelations. In it, the Council is joined by light beings of yet higher dimensions – a powerful vehicle of attunement and a way out of the maze of fear and powerlessness that has kept us from fulfilling our starseed legacy.